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 Think about Technology in Legal Education Currently…

 Whether there is a mismatch between the academy and exploitation 
of technology in practice and when compared to other professional 
disciplines…

 Key Messages and Reflections upon prior projects…

 Challenges and Going-Forward…

In the next 40-45 mins…



 Legal History– Cultural Legal 
History of the Bar, specifically 
looking at discipline and education

 Legal Culture – Law in Film, TV, 
and Video Games, Phenomenology 
of Justice

 Legal Pedagogy – TEL, 
Experiential Learning, and 
Learning for Employability

 Digital Engagement with Legal 
and Criminal Heritage – Everyday 
Offending, #CHITCHAT, Hidden 
HeritageAbout Me…



“The Courage to Walk 
into the Darkness, but 
the Strength to Return 
to the Light” 





Technology in Legal 
Education



“…learning facilitated and supported through the use of 
information and communications technology. It can 
cover a spectrum of activities from the use of technology 
to support learning as part of a ‘blended’ approach (a 
combination of traditional and e-learning approaches), 
to learning that is delivered entirely online. Whatever 
the technology, however, learning is the vital element.”

JISC e-Learning Definition

Rethinking Technology in 
Education



“…enhancement effort is being redirected away from 
idiosyncratic efforts by keen teachers towards 
comprehensive implementation of programme-wide 
changes, driven by programme quality indicators”

Gibbs, G. Implications of ‘Dimensions of Quality’ in a Market 
Environment, (2012)

Rethinking Technology in 
Education



“To take full advantage of new technologies, we need to 
fundamentally rethink our approaches to learning and 
education – and our ideas of how new technologies can 
support them”

Resnick, M. Rethinking Learning in the Digital Age, (2002)

Rethinking Technology in 
Education



 “Legal education in England and Wales involves a mixture of both 
approaches and in some ways misses the advantage of each. Formal 
legal education cannot be as theoretical or conceptual as intended 
because of the bulk of legal knowledge, which seems to have to be 
imparted. Apprenticeship systems have been regularised and 
regulated in order to ensure more standard experience of the fire, 
enthusiasm and wisdom transmitted from journeyman to 
apprentice in a a different period.”

Sherr, A. ‘ Legal Education – Where Do We Begin? Starting 
Again…Again (2005)

Rethinking Technology in 
Education



Rethinking Technology in 
Education

If the academic study law is so disjointed 
from legal practice, isn’t now the perfect 
time for us to think about throwing the  
‘blocks’ up in the air…?

Is Technology a fundamental component 
in this?



 Generally, there is a mismatch between the technological 
literacy of law graduates and the (increasing**) 
technological reliance of legal practice…

 What is digital literacy for law students?

 Technology needs to be thrust to the front of the academic 
agenda…

 Not just to support learning but at the heart of delivery

Realigning Education and 
Practice…



 Greater engagement between the profession and the academy

 More dialogue between law schools

 Redefine the ‘Digital Dictionary’ for Contemporary Law Students 

 Founding of a Technology in Legal Education and Practice 
Observatory (TILEPO) – See P. Maharg BILETA 2016

 Greater Dissemination of Technology in Legal Education Research

 Widespread Change in Mindset – Experimentation and the Science 
of Technology in LE

Realigning Education and 
Practice…



Experimentation 



{ Reflections and Lessons Learnt…



1. Relevant Innovations

2. Sandbox Approach

3. Financial Constraints

4. Tech for Tech’s Sake

5. Gamification can be Important for 
Phenomenological Experimentation



{ Relevant Innovations



Excel@Law/Prep4Plymouth



 Relevant Solution/Innovation to Existing 
Problem – Technology has to be a valid 
solution.

 Transmedia Approaches – Audio, Video, 
Interactive Exercises, Written and Visual 
sources

 Accessible format – Blog style

 Content-Led – Relevant Messages

 Large Undertaking – Social Media Marketing 
Theory, Constant and Regular Content to 
Maintain engagement

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



{Engaging the Right Audience



VBR (Virtual Boardroom)



 Autonomous and Independent Workspace – Let 
it (the student body) be! Or at least let them 
engage in semi-structured autonomy!!!

 Semi-Professional to Teach Professional Skills -
ELGG (Social Media Environment) but Based on 
aspects of online collaborative tools, Workflow 
Management and Client-Management Software.

 Limit entropy to default platforms – Facebook…
Can’t limit this… but where a separate platform is 
needed, think about assessment, engagement and 
accessibility/usability. 

 Kidnap a learning technologist – I’m serious

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



{ Sandbox Approach



VBR Workspace in Moodle



 Sandbox Approach to Technological 
Innovation – Custom-design or specific 
purchase out-of-the-box, not make do…

 Sandbox Approach to Whole Learning 
Experience – Blank Page Development, 
whether technology, skills or content led. 

 Don’t just try to fit old programmes to new 
tech or methods.

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



{ Financial Constraints



SANSSpace 



 SANSspace = X – While it does provide an excellent 

tool for feedback and engagement with feedback, the 
software design is not user-friendly and certainly not 
student-friendly…

 ELGG = Social media software, can act as a bridge 
between online collaboration and social media tools…

 Reflection can be key to engagement - The final 
component is the compulsory element on reflection and 
the quality of oral reflection. Important for professional 
and educational practice

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



{ Tech for Tech’s Sake



Screencasting…



 Rationale must be Learning, not tech –
“What’s the point??”   

 Incorrect Assumption of tech-Savvy students
– Technology needs to add value or be integral 
to the learning experience or student’s do not 
invest in it. 

 Less can be more - Carefully selected 
technological enhancements or e-learning 
experiences can be more valuable than a 
saturation of tech

 Don’t chase every trend and be ready to go 
back 

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



{ Gamification



VR Law, Crime History, and Crime Heritage



 Badges, Certificates and Collecting! – Incentivizes 
learning? Self-elements of gamification to motivate 
learners beyond assessment or contribute towards 
assessment. 

 Narratives into Learning – Can create narratives 
around learning and invest students in their 
activities.

 Signpost Benefits –Students often see gamified
elements as ‘a waste of time’ have to explain the 
advantages – build in reflection??

 Engagement with Video Games and Gaming 
Technology – Ever increasing… Mobile Apps, VR, 
AR, etc

Reflection and Lessons Learnt…



 Experimentation is key! 

 Reflection and Dissemination of our endeavors is 
imperative…

 Technological innovation and implementation on a 
programme level 

 Think about redefining digital literacy for law students…
Decode the meaning of this and think about their digital 
dictionary!

 Keep having fun! 

Closing Remarks
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